
"CONSCIOUS RELATING" COURSE
Testimonials

"For me, yesterday's practice was intense. It´s a very deep meditation. It goes so deep inside! I
felt I was bathing in the energy field that holds us all. It allows us to think, to feel... it´s very
beautiful. Meeting P.´s eyes was an experience of uninterrupted connection. This is something
we all need!!! I kept breathing consciously all day long - without losing that connection. And
everything went well. If things worked out - great! If things didn't work out - great! It was so
easy!!!!!"

María, Psychologist.

"Hello everyone ❤   Since our last meeting, I´ve been feeling a deep and expansive enthusiasm
for everything that I am experiencing, and for everything I feel birthing in me - or that I have
f o u n d i n m y s e l f a n d i n e v e r y t h i n g , s i n c e t h i s j o u r n e y b e g a n .
After these few weeks together we´re all feeling, and expressing quite emotionally, that the
word "course" just doesn´t do it justice!

This adventure, this journey that you, Mark, have shared with us, has been a compendium, an
understanding and an opening to so many of the great questions and transcendental concerns
that have arisen in me; that have accompanied my spirit; that have been trying to find
understanding... to find others... to find tribe ❤  I feel where I am now so much more clearly.
This experience has triggered a great opening in me. It´s as if, in some great puzzle far beyond
this matrix, lots of loose pieces have been found, assembled and fused."

Susana, Asturias.

"Good morning! I continue to savour the experience of the simple, intimate encounter that I had
yesterday - that was reborn in my heart - thanks to the presence of K... It´s an incredibly
delicious practice! It was an honour to share the mystery of the intimate divinity of-and-with
K."

Bethlehem,

"It´s incredible that through a screen, at a distance of several hundred kilometers, we can still
feel another person - using such an apparently simple practice.

In that intimacy I felt a certain ecstatic "pleasure", without the need for physical contact. It was
very similar to what happens when a couple... let's say it clearly - when they have an intimate
and physical encounter. It was wonderful. This morning I was already looking forward
enthusiastically to our meeting in the evening. It´s been a real pleasure. Thank you, thank you,
thank you. � ❤

Michael, Teacher/Astrologer/Kinesiologist

For full info. go to Telegram:  https://t.me/conscioustribes/398
Or write to me at markthemysticactivist@protonmail.com 
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